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BULLETIN 150

Christopher Goodwin

Just a week or two later than planned, this is the second, summer, issue of the 2020 subscription
year (numbers 149-152). All last year’s members will receive this as a PDF, but you will only
receive the paper copy when you have paid your subscription for this year. Thank you to those
who have paid – those who have not will receive a renewal reminder PDF by email or a paper copy
in the post. If you don’t renew you will get more reminders but no further Quarterlies!
Of course the world is well and truly turned upside down since the beginning of the year – and
no community has experienced more diverse outcomes that the music community. Those who
make their living performing are having a wretched time of it – one lady lutenist I know well has
been reduced to offering to wash people’s cars – while instrument makers and scholars on the other
hand have in many cases just retreated more deeply to the fastnesses of their workshops and studies,
while those of us who sell sheet music to hobbyists have never been busier. We must look out for
one another. A very big thank you to all those who have managed to shut out these ‘interesting
times’ to contribute the present crop of Comms – mostly woodwind this time, but with a tremolo
or two on the mandolin.
If you are able why not take advantage of the long empty hours of the ‘lockdown’ to condense
your thoughts and write that Comm you had long been planning to contribute?
Members’ announcements
In empty hours of the lockdown, Andrew Atkinson (see his project to build a lute using only
original methods at https://www.lutesociety.org/pages/building-lute-original-methods) has begun
another project, a weblog of building a violin, called with characteristic modesty ‘I can’t bake so I
am going to try to make a violin’. https://oldenoch.blogspot.com/2020/05/i-cant-bake-so-i-amgoing-to-try-to.html. It is very interesting! He would welcome comment.
Meanwhile Matthias Wiedmann, nesides working in brass instrument repair,is maintaining a
website which aims to gather information about brass instruments. It’s bilingual, in Portuguese and
English https://viralatao.mus.br/english/. He has also made accessible through the page a directory
for the brass instrument trade, called the ‘Brass Almanac’, which contains addresses of workshops,
suppliers, museums, a dictionary, etc. It’s a work in progress and he is always thankful for some
feedback. Also, applications for the upcoming masterclass in wind instrument and church organ
making at the Oscar-Walcker-School in Ludwigsburg, Germany, are open. It's a 10month programme, divided in three trimesters over the course of two years, starting midSeptember. The school boasts a fully equipped workshop for brass, woodwind and church organ
making and the tuition is heavily subsidised by the local goverment (total cost: 210,-€ per student).
Room and board in the dorm are about 600,-€ per month. The programme aims to educate
instrument makers, who already have some work experience and want to become self-employed or
take upon more responsibility in their company.
Classes consist of subjects like: computer-aided-design, business administration, leadership, work
pedagogy, acoustics, instrument research and design, practical workshop time. It's the only
programme of this kind in the world, so he would like to make it more well-known, especially
outside Germany. I’m compiling an article with more detailed information (in German) which
should be ready very soon. Meanwhile applicants can get in touch with the main teacher, who is
Dr. Hannes Vereecke: vereecke@ows-lb.de

Mathias own contact details are:
MATHIAS WIEDMANN,
METALLBLASINSTRUMENTENMACHER
Trelleborger Straße 6
D-13189 Berlin-Pankow
+49-178-1358305
wiemat@posteo.de
Welcome to new members
We welcome two new members this quarter: Adam St John, contributor to the present issue, and
Michel Quagliozzi, a recorder and traverso player – who says that he is happy to help with
academic research in the French National Archives if required
STANDING CALL FOR PAPERS
The Fellowship of Makers and Researchers of Historical Instruments welcomes papers on all
aspects of the history and making of historical musical instruments. Communications or ‘Comms’
as they are called, appeared unedited (please don’t be libellous or insulting to other contributors!),
so please send them EXACTLY as you wish them to appear – in 12 point type, on A4 paper with a
25mm or 1 inch border all round, or to put it another way, if you are using non-European paper
sizes, then the text area must be 160 x 246 mm (or at least no wider or longer than this). Our
printers make a good job of scanning photos.
In naming your Communication, remember that people will search for it online using keywords.
So if you are discussing, say, a Ruckers harpsichord in Paris, call it ‘Observations on a Ruckers
harpsichord in Paris’, rather than ‘Observations on a curious old instrument.’
You can send contributions EITHER on paper, OR as a Word-compatible or PDF attachment.
If you really do not have access to a word processor of any kind, we may be able to retype typed or
handwritten submissions; send it to our cover address.
The email address for Comms sent as attachments (and other email correspondence) is
Lutesoc@aol.com or secretary@fomrhi.org Non-members will be given a year's free subscription if
they send in a Communication to the Quarterly.
If your interests have changed, and you don’t now want to be a member of FoMRHI, please let
us know, to save postage costs.

FoMRHI Comm. 2130

Joseph Powell’s Tabor and Pipe

Terry Carter

Joe Powell and the Bucknell Morris Men c. 1875

Joseph Powell (b.1845) was the taborer for the Bucknell Morris . A lot of the Bucknell
tunes and dances were collected from him by Sharp and Butterworth.
Joe’s Tabor
He made his own tabor from a cheese box and the head was made of parchment on which
could distinctly be read the lease of a refreshment purveyor. He also made tabors for others
(see page 14).
Joe’s Pipe
Unlike present day tabor pipes, which are built so that they give a sequence of Tone, Tone,
Semitone (TTS) and are pitched in D, Joe’s actual pipe produced the sequence Tone, Tone,
Tone (TTT) rather like the galoubet (a French pipe), and was pitched in E flat. Some think it
was tuned TT3/4 and Joe half-holed the thumb hole. (Visit the Taborers Society Website
http://www.pipeandtabor.org for more information). The Pitt Rivers Museum has several
pipes and tabors in their collections and among them are Joe Powell’s own instruments.
A very interesting account of their ‘discovery’ can be found in an article by Lindsay
Seagrim-Trinder in the pages of the FedExtra magazine, winter/spring 2018, pp. 8-9:
https://www.morrisfed.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/2018-winterspring.pdf
There is also a recording of Bert Cleaver playing “The Willow Tree” on Joe’s original pipe
on the Taborers Society website: : http://www.pipeandtabor.org . Lindsay Seagram-Trinder
borrowed the instruments from the Powell family and hosted the recording at her home.
Geoff Jerram made the recording using the Morris Ring's digital audio tape [DAT] recorder.
The Morris Ring acknowledges the contributions made to this recording by all the named
individuals.
There is an excellent article about the two sorts of pipes and Joe Powell by Graham LyndonJones on page 35 of the Quarterly Bulletin 96 of the Fellowship of Makers & Researchers
of Historical Instruments (FoMRHI).
https://www.fomrhi.org/uploads/bulletins/Fomrhi-096.pdf
This is a sample from my resarches - I am putting together the third volume of "A
Taborer's Treasury" whichi will consist of about 80 Cotswold Morris tunes for pipe &
tabor, and about 40 photographs celebrating English Morris taborers.
© Terry Carter

FoMRHI Comm. 2131

Adam St. John

Acoustics for Flutemaking
Preface

This text is mostly applicable to keyless, wooden flutes of western European style, such as
Renaissance or Irish flutes. It will primarily set out to investigate the acoustics of simple transverse
flutes, summarizing the most important aspects for flutemakers and translating them into practical
and simple guidelines. Much of this information is otherwise scattered and buried in technical
discourses which make it somewhat inaccessible to the aspiring flutemaker. Often where there are
texts which cover most of the details, the key points are somewhat hidden from those less
technically inclined to be able to sift them out. The aim is to rationalize and summarize a list of nonmathematical guidelines for the design of transverse wooden flutes in general. I really wrote it as a
gift to the flutemaking community and an effort to keep wooden flutemaking alive.
This leads us to the second emphasis of this writing-- that a totalizing, theoretical
conception of flute design is unnecessary for the practicing maker, has never been relied upon by
the masters, to this day does not yet exist, and is likely impossible. However, this is not to deny that
the detailed investigations and calculations of mathematical acoustics have not practically
contributed to contemporary flute design-- this essay itself is indebted to them. Nevertheless, for
the practicing maker and player of wooden flutes, the literally unending development of applied
calculus becomes increasingly superfluous for the craft of an extremely (tonally) flexible
instrument which will ultimately be filed, tuned, and played by the hands, mouth, and breath of a
human. This is not an excuse for mine or any maker’s lack of craft, but a recentering from the
theoretical to the practical, from the mathematically justified to the hand made.

A Personal Introduction

When I first set out to make wooden flutes, I aspired to have such a theoretical
understanding of their general design that I would be able to make any simple flute, in any scale or
tuning, on my first attempt at making it. (How hard could it be? Flutes are pretty simple, right?...
Right?) Furthermore, I wanted to subsume this theory as understanding within my intuition-- that
is, to be able to, with minimal measurements and little or no calculations, make a masterful albeit
simple flute by ear, as it were. Quite a romantic endeavor. Rather, gradually I began to succumb to
the crushing weight of the nuanced and subtle art of flutemaking.
I welcome and encourage any critique. Perhaps this text with further some sort of
conversation. After all, I hold no masters degree; I am not a proper acoustician. I am sure there are
flaws to be found in the simplifications of conceptual physics that I provide throughout. But after
having spent countless hours away from the woodshop, digging through search results and
textbook indexes, attempting to answer my own basic questions about flute design, it would be a
shame for me not to compile and share that information in the form of a text that I wish I myself
had had before. If you can’t find the book you’re looking for, maybe that means you should write
that book.
As I approach what feels like a near-end to my study of theory-- and at the time of writing
this, having experimented in making 67 flutes from various species and qualities of wood, in
various shapes, sizes, and tunings-- there is still much to be practiced and much to develop.
Let’s begin then where I began, with the idea of a flute.

The Idea of a Flute

When a flute is blown across, sound waves resonate within it. The length of the sound waves
correspond to the length of the flute. Holes along the flute effectively shorten the length of the flute
when they are opened-- opening the lowest hole is like bringing the end of the flute up to that point.
So, as holes are opened, progressively moving up the flute, the wave length is thereby shortened,
and thus the frequency is increased. This is all generally true, but in detail it is not accurate at all.
The remainder of this text will serve as an investigation into why this simple model of how
a flute works is inaccurate-- problematizing the flute and thereby unearthing opportunity: distilling
simple guidelines for the craft of flutemaking and collecting these concepts into a handy list.
1 Temperature

The temperature of the air inside and outside the flute affects the speed of sound and thus
the frequency of the waves within the flute. This should be obvious enough and not need much
explanation. The key point here, when tuning a flute, is to consider both the temperature of the air
and the temperature of the flute itself. Warmer ambient air temperature or a warmed-up flute will
play sharper.
2 Wall Friction

The macro or microscopic texture of the inner walls of the flute generates friction,
turbulences and reflections between itself and the air, thereby quieting, flattening, and altering the
tone. Nederveen notes that “friction and heat exchange of the air with the wall” results in “a
damping and a change in the frequency” (Nederveen 11). While the body of the flute does not act
as resonator as it does in a guitar or violin, the texture of the walls affects the air flow. Unless the
wood is polished to a glassy smooth surface, differences in grain can have an affect on the quality
of sound. It is extremely important that to avoid a difficult, weak tone and a small range, the inner
walls of the flute should be as smooth as possible.
3 End Corrections

The length of the sound wave actually extends slightly beyond both the embouchure hole
(mouth hole) and the end hole (either the end of the flute or the acting, open tonehole)-- so the
wave length is invisibly longer than the flute in both directions. The reflection of the soundwave at
the open ends of the flute is due to dynamics in the air pressure in and around the outside of the
holes. Joe Wolfe does a good job of explaining this in detail within his pages on flute acoustics, at
the website of the University of New South Wales. We already know that when “a hole is opened,
the tube is acoustically shortened,” but this is a gross oversimplification (Nederveen 45). And even
without opening a hole, the simple model is still hugely inaccurate. The length of the instrument,
from embouchure hole to end hole, will always be significantly shorter than it’s associated
wavelength. The difference between these lengths are what are commonly referred to as “end
corrections”-- we add these corrections to the flutes physical length in order to determine the
associated wave length. Understanding these corrections will be the subject of continued
investigation here.

4 Size of Toneholes

In general, the size of a tonehole affects its acoustic admittance (how easily sound travels
through it), and thus it affects the frequency of that tonehole. I have had great difficulty in searching
for a quotation that states this basic fact clearly and concisely-- regardless, it is implied throughout
the mathematics of many texts. Nederveen notes that “Variations of 10% in hole diameter […] cause
variations in the tuning of about 10 cents” (Nederveen 65). Benade tells us that “decreasing the
hole size relative to that of the bore […] flattens the played note” (Benade 450). And widening a
hole will sharpen it, as articulated by Bouterse, “enlarging a hole rises the pitch of the tones which
are tuned on that hole” (Bouterse 8).
Furthermore, Bouterse continues, “but [enlarging a hole] does that [raises the frequency] as
a rule more with the tones of the second than the corresponding tones of the first register”
(Bouterse 8). So the magnitude of this sharpening effect is frequency-dependent, having a different
effect on higher notes than lower ones. Robinson also tells us, “Notes in the upper octave are
apparently more sensitive to hole diameter than notes in the lower; so if the lower note is in tune,
but its octave is flat, the note hole can be enlarged enough to sharpen the octave without noticeably
sharpening the fundamental” (Robinson 29). As we will look at later, the size of a tonehole also has
multiple effects on the tuning of other toneholes.
5 Undercutting Generally

In general, undercutting a tonehole at all will raise its frequency. Benade tells us much about
how a lack of undercutting and “The presence of sharp edges brings about airstream turbulence”
(Benade 500). He goes on to say that “the nature of the flow through the holes is such as to make
them act as though their sizes had been changed, thus spoiling the careful voicing adjustments of
the instrument” (Benade 500). From this we can infer that some undercutting is helpful to mitigate
this effect. And while Nederveen mentions undercutting as “a practice used for fine tuning and
(supposedly) reducing vortex losses at the sharp edges,” we can only assume that these effects are
generally increasing the admittance of the hole (Nederveen 113). However, it is clear that
undercutting acts as a widening of the perturbation of the bore at that point, which, as we will
discuss later, would raise the frequency of the tonehole (see ‘Bore Perturbations in General’). In
practice it is obvious that any undercutting will generally sharpen the frequencies associated with
that tonehole.
6 Undercutting Directionally

Undercutting in a particular direction, either downstream or upstream, will raise the
frequencies of both the fundamental and the upper registers, but will raise them at different rates,
‘shrinking or widening the octave.’ Nederveen rationalizes this, stating “Upstream undercutting
means displacing the flow splitting point upstream, which increases the length of the tube piece
downstream of the splitting point,”-- as we will see in the discussion of “Downstream Toneholes,”
the lengthening of the tube downstream will have a greater flattening affect on the upper registers
than the lower-- Nederveen concludes, “this will raise the frequencies of the higher modes less than
that of the fundamental” (Nederveen 113-114). In summary we can rely on Nederveen’s statement
that, “Instrument builders claim that the frequency ratios of successive modes shrink when the
upstream side of the hole is undercut and stretch when the opposite is done” (Nederveen 113).

7 Downstream Toneholes

The frequency of a given tonehole is not only affected by the acoustic admittance of that
tonehole, but also by the admittance of the tube and holes downstream from it. So, more, larger,
and/or closer toneholes downstream will raise the pitch of toneholes upstream.
Benade describes that “where the lattice of open tone holes begins, the standing-wave
pattern has a reversal of curvature, and it trails off in ever-weakening fashion down the lower part
of the bore which, as a result, has only a very small influence on the nature of the vibration” (Benade
431). At this point in Benade’s text, he is trying to explain to us why the downstream portion of the
flute is no longer very actively resonating-- hence his emphasis, “only a very small influence,”-- but
for our focus here, we are interested in the fact that there is some influence. The best explanation,
that I could find of this phenomenon, was clearly stated by Joe Wolfe in his recent article in
Acoustics Today, “But the open tone hole is not exactly a pressure node [...] because the air in and
near the tone hole has inertia and must be accelerated by the sound wave. Consequently, the
standing sound wave in the bore extends some distance past the first open tone hole” (Wolfe 54).
Nederveen also makes a detailed examination of the interplay of admittances at the site of a
tonehole, but it is difficult to find a complete phrase that is not steeped in calculus! It’s very
important to note here that not only must the size of holes downstream be taken into account when
thinking about the admittance of the entire downstream portion of the flute, but also the distance
to the next downstream tonehole; as Benade mentions, “making the interhole spacing larger will
increase the magnitude of the correction” (Benade 450). The key thing to understand is that an
increase in the admittance of the downstream portion of the flute will increase the frequency at a
tonehole upstream.
Furthermore, this is frequency dependent, as Wolfe goes on to explain, “This effect increases
with increasing frequency because the accelerating force for a given flow is proportional to
frequency” (Wolfe 54). In other words, higher frequencies will find the open tonehole less
attractive, and will thereby move on farther down the flute; thus higher frequencies are flattened
and more affected by the admittance of the downstream portion of the flute. (This applies to our
interpretation of how Nederveen rationalizes the effect of upstream undercutting as moving the
flow splitting point-- see Undercutting Directionally. It will also apply to our later discussion in
“Flattening of Upper Frequencies”).
8 The Cut-Off Frequency

Finally Wolfe concludes that, “at a sufficiently high frequency, the inertia of nearby air
virtually seals the tone holes” (Wolfe 54). The notion of cut-off frequencies is of great importance
to Benade, and, similarly to Wolfe, Benade says, “The wave is distributed throughout the whole air
column […] almost exactly as though there were no open tone holes present!” (Benade 434). What’s
going on here? Since the admittance of the toneholes is frequency-dependent, at high enough
frequencies the tone-holes act as if they were entirely closed; this plays a role in determining the
tone or timbre of the instrument, and somewhat sets an upper limit on the range of the instrument- or at least on the range within which its toneholes function normally. Frankly, this subject is
beyond the cut-off frequency of this text! The bottom line is, increased tonehole admittance may
increase the tame range the instrument.

9 Forked Fingerings

‘Forked fingerings’ lower the admittance downstream from a tonehole and thus flatten that
upstream tonehole. At this point it should be obvious that closing holes that are downstream from
a given open tonehole, will flatten the frequency of that upstream tonehole at least by reducing the
downstream admittance. The greatest flattening effect is achieved by covering the second most
immediate downstream tonehole, and then maybe another in addition to that. Benade gives
practical advise here for the application of forked fingerings to different registers, “many lowregister semitones may be fork-fingered by closing two adjacent holes down the bore instead of
only one […] On the other hand, the simpler kind of fork-fingering [closing one hole] will work in
many cases in the second register [...]” (Benade 453).
Now, as we have already noted from Wolfe in our discussion of hole admittances, “the
standing sound wave in the bore extends some distance past the first open tone hole” (Wolfe 54).
This helps us understand Benade’s description of the frequency-dependent nature of covering
toneholes farther downstream, “At low frequencies the main standing wave does not ‘visit’ the
region in which we have introduced an anomaly, and so is not perturbed by it. The higher-frequency
modes (that still lie below cut-off) are progressively more influenced by such a closure, and the
effect on them is always to lower the natural frequency” (Benade 451). Nederveen also derives this
from his equations, and remarks that when closing a tonehole significantly farther downstream “it
can be shown that closing this isolated hole hardly influences the frequency” (Nederveen 65).

10 Bore Size

The bore (the main tube) of the flute affects the frequency: a larger bore will have a lower
frequency, and vice versa. This fact appears to be so accepted that it is difficult to find a simple
explanation for! To my understanding-- which agrees with the next section, Bore Perturbations in
General-- an increase in the size of the bore creates an increase in the compressibility of the air.
When the air is more compressible, the areas of highest pressure function at a lower pressure than
they would otherwise. When pressure is lowered, so is the speed of sound. Lowering the speed of
sound lowers the frequency of the wave. The opposite is also the case: smaller bore, less volume,
less compressibility, higher pressure, higher speed of sound, and higher frequency.
Note that if the bore were to be increased or decreased too much, the wave length would
grow significantly longer or shorter than the tube length: therefore there is some ideal pairing of
flute length and bore size; however, a flute is made to play at multiple frequencies, so a medium
bore size must be found which supports both high and low frequencies appropriate to the desired
range of the instrument. This is partly by taste or intention: for example, a bold low end can be
sacrificed for an easier third register, etc.
11 Bore Perturbations in General

Any perturbations (i.e. expansions or contractions-- or nonuniformities, inconsistencies) to
the shape of the bore will affect both the pressure and the speed of the air at that point; this means
that some wave lengths will be affected differently than other wave lengths, depending on how the
waveform of their standing wave lines up with the perturbation.
What are standing waves? I will explain this briefly, but I recommend Joe Wolfe’s work and
website for further understanding. Basically, within the flute, for a given frequency, there exists a
stationary waveform which represents areas of high and low pressure-- where there is low

pressure we call this a pressure node, and where there is high pressure we call this an antinode;
there are also areas of high (antinode) and low (node) displacement or movement, where the
particles are moving the most or least. Now this will be somewhat of an oversimplification, but
moreorless true: Places where there is high pressure, there is also low movement; places where
there is low pressure, there is high movement; so pressure nodes correspond with motion
antinodes, and pressure antinodes correspond with motion nodes. (Note that different authors
often use different terms for the motion aspect: sometimes it is called movement, or displacement,
or velocity, or perhaps something else.) The nodes are stationary for a given frequency, hence the
term “standing wave.” Higher frequencies have more nodes per given length, and lower frequencies
have less. In summary, different frequencies will set up a different pattern of nodes and antinodes- a different waveform-- along the length of the flute.
Returning to our discussion of bore perturbations, if we shrink the bore at a point of high
pressure (a pressure antinode) “the air flow will be opposed by a larger rise in the local acoustic
pressure than would be present without the constriction” (Benade 474). Similarly to our earlier
discussion of bore size, apparently Benade attributes this to a decrease in the compressibility of
the air, as he goes on to tell us that “the reduction in cross section will produce a local increase in
the springiness coefficient of the air within it” (Benade 474). The opposite would be the case for
expansions of the bore.
In general, a perturbation to the bore will lower some frequencies and simultaneously raise
others, as summarized by Benade, “A localized enlargement of the cross section of an air column
(a) lowers the natural frequency of any mode having a large pressure amplitude (and therefore
small flow) at the position of the enlargement, and (b) raises the natural frequency of any mode
having a pressure node (and therefore large flow) at the position of enlargement” (Benade 474).
Similarly, Nederveen derives from his equations that “the frequency increases when a widening is
located in a velocity antinode and decreases when it is located in a velocity node” (Nederveen 56).
(Note, this supports our earlier discussion of undercutting: since a tonehole is moreorless the
location of a velocity antinode, a widening of the bore at that location will sharpen the frequency.)
How much change in frequency? Benade answers that “the maximum percentage change in the
frequency (up or down) is equal to the percentage change in the total air volume that is produced
by the perturbation” (Benade 476).
But what about when we shrink or widen a longer length of the bore? Recall that the
sharpening and flattening effects depend on the perturbation’s location in relation to the standing
wave’s nodes and antinodes, and higher frequencies have their nodes and antinodes closer
together (more per length); therefore, higher frequencies will have both nodes and antinodes
within the longer area of the perturbation, and thus higher frequencies will be less affected by such
a long perturbation-- that is, for higher frequencies (which have shorter wavelengths), the effect of
a long perturbation will be evened out across both nodes and antinodes. Benade summarizes
exactly this: “A more broadly distributed perturbation acts on the lower modes very much more
than on the higher ones, whose weight functions W may oscillate appreciably across the space of
the perturbation and so tend to average out” (Benade 477). Nederveen remarks that many
woodwinds have a long, gradual shrinking of the bore toward both ends-- as is seen in conical flutes
with tapered head joints; in agreement with Benade, Nederveen tells us that this bore shape
“mostly causes a lowering of the lowest notes of the instrument” (Nederveen 57). (This frequencydependent dynamic of long perturbations to the bore will prove very useful in our later discussion- see “Flattening of Upper Frequencies”). The key point here is that longer perturbations act
primarily on lower frequencies, and less so on higher frequencies.

As we will see in our following discussion of closed toneholes, the frequency dependent
effects of long and short bore perturbations-- how a single perturbation can raise one frequency
while lowering another-- greatly complicate the tuning of a flute. Essentially, every tonehole acts
as a widening of the bore at that location; the effect of this is easy to understand for the given
tonehole, but what about other frequencies? Not only does this present problems, but also
opportunities: areas of the bore can be shrunken or widened in order to specifically affect certain
sets of frequencies. Bouterse describes a simple device, called a “flute fish,” used by flutemakers to
identify the locations of nodes and antinodes: it is essentially a rod with a widened end that can be
inserted into a flute to effectively shrink the bore wherever it is set-- as the flute is played, the flute
fish can be used to identify the nodes and antinodes based on fluctuations in pitch (Bouterse 4). It
is possible to map the locations of nodes and antinodes, for a variety of frequencies, within a flute
(see Bourterse’s publication for an example of this). Through tedious shrinking and widening of
the bore in specific locations, flutemakers are able to simultaneously fine-tune multiple pitches
within the instrument. Benade describes his experience with such a process in the case of a
bassoon (Benade 478-480). With regard to this, Benade emphasizes, “Careful preliminary planning
is essential if there is to be any hope of success in a game that is very similar to a diagramless
crossword puzzle in three dimensions” (Benade 480). This is by far the most subtle and
labyrinthine aspect of flute design.
12 Closed Toneholes in Particular

Now, if the bore affects the frequency, then so does the presence of the toneholes while they
are closed. Closed toneholes act as alterations to the bore such that “the compressibility of the air
[…] is slightly increased because of the increased volume provided by the tone hole cavity” (Benade
449). We can conceptualize this such that “[…] closed tone holes effectively enlarge and lengthen
the air column” (Benade 448). For the most part, this means that closed toneholes “nearly always
lower the frequency” of toneholes downstream from them; and note here that Nederveen says,
“nearly always”, presumably because closed toneholes, acting as localized perturbations to the bore
can also have specific effects on specific frequencies, as we previously discussed (Nederveen 54).
Naturally, we can conclude that larger holes and holes with more undercutting will have a greater
effect due to their greater volume (space). (Unless a hole is large enough for the players finger-pad
to extend down into it or into the main bore-- in which case, it would effectively decrease the
volume of the bore and thus increase the frequency of toneholes downstream).
13 Wall Thickness

The wall thickness, at the location of a tonehole or the embouchure hole, affects the volume
(space) of the tonehole when closed, and also affects the acoustic admittance of the hole when open
and thus the frequency. Since a deeper hole means more volume of air-- and “the air in and near
the tone hole has inertia”-- this decreases the admittance of the hole and flattens the frequency
(Wolfe 54). In other words, the wave length and the end-correction is made longer as the wall
thickness is made deeper, as noted by Benade, “making the interhole spacing larger will increase
the magnitude of the correction, as will an increase in the effective wall thickness te ” (Benade 450).
The same holds true for the embouchure hole’s end-correction. So, a thicker wall at the
embouchure hole means a flattening of the entire flute, while a thickening of the wall at any given
tonehole means a flattening of the frequency at that tonehole. Furthermore, for closed tone holes,
an increase in wall thickness and volume acts as an increase in the perturbation to the bore at that

point-- usually flattening the frequencies of toneholes downstream, but also having various effects
depending on the location of the standing waves in reference to that perturbation.
A question arises here: but wouldn’t the extra wall thickness thus the increased volume of
the hole act as a perturbation in such a way that the open hole would have its frequency raise, much
in the same way as is the case when a hole is undercut? I have not found an answer to this in our
texts, but will suggest some hypotheses: first of all, undercutting a tonehole has a widening effect
on the bore around the perimeter of the tonehole rather than immediately in line with the opening;
secondly, the increased turbulences and increased admittance may outweigh any effects of such a
perturbation; third, the increased wall thickness increases the length of tube (the tonehole itself)
through which the wave must travel.
14 Flattening of Upper Frequencies

Toneholes’ admittance is slightly frequency dependent, so that the admittance is lessened
for the much higher notes, making them flatter. We have already looked at how the admittance of a
tonehole is frequency dependent, specifically how higher frequencies receive more of a flattening
affect from open toneholes, and so “this phenomenon by itself accounts for a flattening of any upper
resonance frequency relative to the lowest one” (Benade 433). But there are more reasons for this
flattening of high frequencies.
The flattening is exacerbated by a players tendency to roll the flute towards their mouth-thus shortening the blowing distance and covering more of the embouchure hole with their lip-and to increase the speed of the air, when playing higher notes. Note, the small stream of air
between the players mouth and the edge of the embouchure hole has both a velocity and a length;
apparently, the ratio of the streams velocity to its length “must take on a certain value for each
frequency” (Nederveen 25). Referencing John Coltman’s work, Benade tells us that “the presence
of the stream lowers the natural frequency of the mode itself when the system is gently blown, and
raises it under hard-blowing conditions” (Benade 495). Furthermore, the upper register of a given
tonehole “does not have its frequency shifted by the excitatory airstream” (Benade 497). Now we
can see that if, as Nederveen says, a player must increase the speed of their breath as they move up
to the second register, then according to Coltman’s findings this speed would sharpen the lower
register-- thus shrinking the octave and essentially making the upper register flat relative to the
lower.
Again according to Nederveen, in alternative to this increase in speed, the player can shorten
the length of the stream: “For an even excitation over the whole compass, the hole is progressively
covered by the lips as the frequency rises” (Nederveen 43). However, covering the embouchure
hole reduces its admittance and therefore “the end-correction of the hole increases and the
frequency is reduced” (Nederveen 43). All of this implies that a perfectly cylindrical flute that is
well in tune in its lower register will tend to go flat in the upper portions of its upper register. That
is, as one progresses up the toneholes, the distance between the fundamental notes and their
overblown notes will decrease to less than an octave-- their ‘octaves will shrink.’
How to solve this flattening? There are multiple possibilities, but generally “This flattening
(which can amount to an appreciable fraction of a semitone) may need to be offset by alterations
in the bore profile” (Benade 433). In conical flutes, the bore tapers gradually from just below the
headjoint, shrinking all the way down to the foot of the flute. But rather, our authors here tend to
focus on the Boehm-style taper, as Nederveen says, “The contraction of the bore towards the flute’s
embouchure-hole compensates for this [flattening] effect” (Nederveen 43). This makes sense when
we think of it in terms of our earlier discussion of bore perturbations which extend across some

length of the flute (see Bore Perturbations in General). In other words, a tapered head joint’-- a
gradual shrinking of the bore as it nears the embouchure hole-- will lower the frequency of the
lower frequencies, while leaving the highest frequencies unaffected-- thus solving our problem.
But there is more going on here for Benade and Coltman. The tapering actually puts the
upper register “25-35 cents more than an octave above the measured first mode frequency [the
lower register]” (Benade 495). In accordance with Coltman’s notion of how the lower register
sharpens under faster breath (louder playing)-- while the upper register goes unaffected-- without
this widening of the octave, the upper register “will lie to low for good cooperation when the
instrument is played loudly, since it does not move up as the blowing is strengthened” (Benade
497). In other words, by positioning the upper register sharper than the lower, when the
instrument is played loudly, the lower register will rise to meet the upper.
15 The Upstream Space and Cork Placement

The extent to which the wave extends beyond the embouchure hole is partially dependent
on the size of the “upstream space”-- the space between the embouchure hole and the cork or upper
end of the flute’s bore. The sum of the admittances of the downstream bore, the upstream space,
and the embouchure hole “must be zero” (Nederveen 26). To really understand the physics of the
upstream space, I recommend Joe Wolfe’s website as a starting point: Wolfe describes the upstream
space as acting as a frequency-dependent impedance. The importance of the upstream space is
thus: the effect that the upstream space has on the embouchure hole’s end correction is frequencydependent: higher and lower frequencies respond to the length of the upstream space differently.
Similarly, Benade tells us, “the magnitude of the embouchure hole correction Cemb varies with
frequency” (Benade 494).
Terry McGee’s website contains a vast contribution of research, and one page “Effect of
Stopper Position,” shows us a graph clearly indicating that the length of the upstream space has the
most effect on the higher frequencies of the flute, allowing them to be sharpened or flattened. This
is why many flutes are made with an adjustable cork enclosing this upstream space. As summarized
by Trevor Robinson, “Moving the cork toward the embouchure sharpens the overblown note, and
moving it away flattens it” (Robinson 29). But sometimes, for example, the lower toneholes’ octaves
are wide while the upper toneholes’ are accurate-- in such a case, Robinson goes on to give
flutemakers the practical advice, “For final tuning it is best to adjust so that the octave overblows
most accurately at G [a mid range tonehole]. This gives the best compromise for other notes”
(Robinson 29). The utility of this should be clear enough: “this serves to clean up the last subtle
details of the air column perturbations that are needed for good alignment of the modes
[registers]” (Benade 495).
16 The Shape of the Embouchure Hole

The size, shape, depth, and undercutting of the embouchure hole affect the frequencies of
the entire instrument, both the fundamentals of the toneholes as well as the intonation of the
registers. I can say this from experience. I can also say that it is difficult to find much research into
the subtleties of embouchure hole design; no doubt: it is such a sensitive, small, and curiously
shaped part of the instrument that a scientific investigation into its physical properties would prove
difficult. While there is much discussion into the external shape of the embouchure hole-- whether
it is circular, elliptic, or a rounded rectangle-- discussion of the interior undercutting of the
embouchure hole, which has the greatest effect on its character, seems to be lacking.

We might begin with a basic understanding of how the embouchure hole functions. The
breath is directed across the hole to the opposite edge. This edge is called the “labium”. At the
labium, the breath is first directed into the hole, beginning the sound wave; then, when the sound
wave returns from the other end of the flute, the wave momentarily pushes the stream of breath
back up out of the hole. In this way, the stream of breath alternates its flow in and out of the flute
in accordance with the sound wave-- as described by Wolfe, “standing waves with large flow
amplitudes at the embouchure hole can entrap the jet in a feedback loop that causes it to be
directed alternately into and outside the bore, thus maintaining the amplitude of standing waves
in the bore” (Wolfe 55). Put another way, by Benade in reference to blowing over a bottle, “the
player’s air is directed into and out of the bottle exactly in step with the governing oscillatory flow,
so that we are assured that an oscillation will be maintained” (Benade 489).
It should be obvious that the embouchure hole has an affect on the intonation of the entire
flute, since it is instrumental in any sound that the flute makes. As Bart Hopkin describes, “The size
of the blowhole affects tuning of all the notes, with a larger hole raising the pitch”; and we already
can deduce this from our understanding of admittance: a larger hole has more admittance and thus
raises the pitch (Hopkin 63). Many flute players claim that a deeper embouchure hole gives the
flute a stronger low end, and vice versa.
Luckily, a profoundly helpful letter was recently (April 2017) published in the FoMRHI
Quartlerly (Comm. 2070). As described in the publication, after 40 years, a letter, from Benade to a
student, eventually fell into the hands of Renaissance flutemaker Filadelfio Puglisi, who saw to it
that it was published. In this letter, Benade gives extremely detailed descriptions of his style of
undercutting Renaissance flutes. While the size, shape, and undercutting of the embouchure holes
of Renaissance flutes are dramatically different from those of Irish flutes and modern cylindrical
flutes, much of the advice that Benade gives seems to be easily translated-- in my experience.
By the time I came across this letter, I had already experimented with making about 50
flutes, and so I had established my own style of embouchure cut, to some degree; Nonetheless the
letter did help me bring into focus some of my own experiences. In some ways, the shaping of the
embouchure hole may be a source of proprietary secrecy for flutemakers, but in others, it is just
nearly impossible to describe. Or flutemakers understand that it is idiosyncratic enough to the
particular maker, that they wouldn’t want to spoil a new makers process of learning for themselves.
After spending so many hours beneath a work light, hunched over a flute, delicately shaping and
gazing into an embouchure hole, my spatial awareness of its dimensions expands so much that it
seems to be the size of a room, a hair of wood grain seems to be the size of a stick: I cannot believe
how small they actually are! The feel for the tools and the appearance of a stark shadow on the
inner curve could only have become familiar through practice.
This all being said, I will not deprive you of some simple advice-- so long as you accept that
I am no master flutemaker. Begin with the embouchure hole much smaller than you would expect.
Try to simultaneously undercut the embouchure hole, opening it from the inside, and also widen
its general dimensions: in this way, you are both transforming it from a simply drilled hole into its
final shape and also opening it up gradually at the same time. Measure and test the flute very
frequently. You may wish to make the embouchure hole circular, elliptic, or a rounded rectangle,
etc; you may wish to rotate the hole at some angle (rather than intending it to be blown across at a
90° angle from the length of the flute). Experiment with the symmetries of the outer shape of the
hole. The opposite edge that is blown across (the labium; we call this direction 12 o’clock) should
be slightly angled inward, but not too sharp. Across from the labium, the inner edge that is closest
to the mouth can have much more substantial angling and rounding down into the bore. Now I will
emphasize an aspect which Benade also emphasizes in his letter: flanking either side of the labium,

at something like 10 or 11 o’clock and 1 or 2 o’clock, in the transitional areas between the opposite
edge and the downstream and upstream sides of the hole: these portions of the wall should be
angled but not rounded at all. You may experiment with subtly rounding the very center of the
labium leading (12 o’clock) down into the bore. Farther along, the upstream area, say at 7 or 8 or
maybe 9 o’clock can have some angling and rounding as well, but not too much. The downstream
side, closer to the player, maybe at 4 or 5 o’clock, can have substantial angling and rounding; very
deep undercutting here will serve to make the sound of the flute much stronger, although it may,
according to your preferences, desirably or undesirably alter the timbre, the tone-- so pay attention.
Learn to carefully morph all of these different rounded and unrounded areas gradually into one
another, to minimize abrupt changes in angle. For me, the most abrupt change in angle is at the
downstream side. My recent embouchure holes tend to make a sort of gradual, counter-clockwise
curvature, leading from the labium, around and down the downstream side of the flute. I wouldn’t
be surprised if many flutemakers think this approach is ludicrous. If you want more quantitative or
detailed advice, once again I recommend Benade’s letter. Nothing will replace your own practice.
17 Human Intonation

The intonation of a flute is finally dependent on the players lips, tongue, soft palate, etc-their body, breath and, of course, their subconscious. Let’s consider some of the simple ways that a
players embouchure creates the sound: “For example, a flute is supported rather weakly by the lip
and fingers; its head can freely move up and down, thereby intercepting a varying amount of the
jet flow and/or deforming the lower lip, varying the slit height” (Nederveen 134). Nederveen also
remarks that changes in the players lips allow them to “easily” move the tone by 10 cents and that
“fluctuations of this magnitude are common in normal playing” (Nederveen 95). Benade gives us a
more detailed explanation of the physics of the airstream, particularly with regards to the “transit
time” that is between the players lips and the flute’s labium,
“The flute player has great flexibility in tone production because there is a range of
transit times that will suit the maintenance of each note of the scale. Furthermore, he
has many optional ways in which he can attain the desired transit time, because he is
free to trade off a larger or smaller stream distance ds against a smaller or larger flow
velocity. He can control the thickness ts and the width ws of the airstream by altering
the spacing between his lips as well as the angle at which he blows.” (Benade 492-493)

But our authors go on further to address the implications of all of this for instrument
construction, as hinted at by Benade as he immediately continues, “All of these things permit the
skilled player to elicit musically useful sounds from practically any sort of flute, whether it is
properly made or not; on a well-made instrument, they give him an enormous (but seldom fully
exploited) range of tonal possibilities” (Benade 493). We see this idea more fully expressed in
Nederveen, who similarly begins by describing the behavior at the embouchure hole, “Moreover,
by shaping his lips, the player is able to correct notes which are slightly out of tune, thereby blurring
tuning differences between flutes. Especially for very high notes this technique is frequently used
since the highest are not among the purest in intonation.” But then Nederveen continues
immediately with what is almost a concession: “We conclude that a painstakingly accurate
investigation of the various corrections is quite unnecessary” (Nederveen 27). Later on, when
reflecting on the experimental application of the mathematics and whether or not the player’s
embouchure can be mathematically accounted for, Nederveen tells us, “This experiment showed

that there is no standard embouchure correction: all depends on the player. Taking the embouchure
correction as a constant would be unrealistic” (Nederveen 75). And finally, more directly with
regard to instrument construction, he tells us that this human factor removes the possibility of a
fully determined, perfect instrument: “The flexibility in pitch implies that instrumental geometries
are not critical within certain limits. Hence, mouthpieces, reeds, blowing methods, bores and holes
may somewhat vary and yet yield equally satisfying results” (Nederveen 95). Strangely enough, this
has profound implications for humanity: to recognize that, if the human is literally part of the
equation, then the idea of a perfect flute implies the idea of a perfect human; Thus, we must
embrace the variety of flutes in their differences, if we are to embrace human diversity.
The identification of the human with the instrument does not stop at the air stream and lips,
but furthermore Nederveen tells us that even the resonances inside the players mouth and vocal
tract play a role. He tells us that the vocal tract “is a resonator, though at the upstream end of the
excitation. […] Coltman (1973) observed frequency shifts and increased losses in flutes due to
mouth resonances” (Nederveen 133). And yes it is true, Coltman does say, “The presence of this
coupled cavity can affect the flute frequency by as much at 10 cents, and may increase the losses in
the system by as much as one-third” (Coltman 1). All of this should come as no surprise to flute
players who are accustomed to adjusting their tongue and soft palate or feeling a sense of the
resonance within.
Renaissance flutes are known for having a challenging intonation which almost doesn’t lend
itself to any particular tuning or temperament, but rather seemingly presents the player with a
continuum of possibilities. In Nancy Hadden’s dissertation, inarguably the most comprehensive
investigation of existing knowledge of Renaissance flute, we see these flexibilities, the possibilities
of the player’s variations of tone, not questioned but rather embraced as an element obviously to
be celebrated:
“Melodic instruments are not constrained by closed temperaments. They adjust
tuning by ear during playing. When playing with an instrument of fixed pitch, they
must adjust somewhat to the temperament, but there is always the option for
expressive adjustments. Tuning decisions are a moveable feast, changing according
to context and mode; melodic ‘pull’, vertical intervals and cadence structures all
influence how an individual player might choose to tune.” (Hadden 280)

Yet we have merely brushed over the effect of a players grip, the pressure and formation of
the pads of their fingers, enclosing the ceilings of the tone holes, fingertips larger or smaller, softer
or more calloused skin. Once more we turn to Nederveen, who very aptly acknowledges that “a
musical instrument tends to become an extension of the player’s body and incorporates all natural
reflexes pertaining to such a situation” (Nederveen 4). Indeed a particular instrument, with both
its intentional tuning deviations and its unique set of unintentional tuning imperfections,
eventually becomes one with its unique player in a such a way that any such variations become
overwhelmingly outweighed by the players sensitivity and flexibility to play musically with this
idiosyncratic ‘extension of their body.’
But there is something deeper here: What of the players “reflexes?” What of the their
diaphragm, or their exhaustion? What of their nervousness or their anticipation? Shouldn’t tests
for tuning be performed double-blind? So beyond or before the question of whether we should be
asking ‘tuning to what’ versus ‘tuning to who,’ there is question of ‘how tune?’ How could we both
consciously and objectively control minute elements of an instrument which is so sensitive, so
versatile, and so human? Can our fingertips move faster than our tongues?

Summary of Guidelines for Flutemaking

“A complete description taking all interactions into account, for example as a set of
equations, is not possible with the present state of knowledge. Even if this could be
accomplished, solving the equations would be a formidable, if impossible, task.
However, solutions can be obtained after sensible simplifications, leading to
understanding and practical applications.” (Nederveen 109)

“In making a tonehole wind instrument, you may be able to do your hole placement
and tuning by instinct, trial and error, and subsequent fine tuning, dispensing
entirely with preliminary calculations.” (Hopkin 83)

I have decided to list these guidelines in the order in which they appear in the text, rather
than grouping them by technique or effect. A technique, such as enlarging a tonehole, may appear
multiple times within the list, in both earlier and later locations: one is encouraged to read the list
all the way through and to cross check effects. Furthermore, these guidelines can often be
contradicted by special circumstances: that being said, I’m not going to redundantly preface or
disclaim most of the elements in the list with “in most cases” or “usually.” In general, many of the
factors at play here are interrelated by multiple dimensions and a linear list is not the best way
for them to be represented.
Temperature
1. Warmer ambient air and a warmer flute will sharpen the frequency.
Wall Friction

2. Friction with the flutes walls quiets and flattens the tone.
End Corrections

3. For a given frequency and dynamic, the flute’s physical length, measured from
embouchure hole to tonehole (or end of flute), will be shorter than it’s associated
wavelength, and how much longer the wave length is than the physical length, at either the
embouchure hole or the tonehole (or end of flute), is called an “end correction.”
Size of Toneholes

4. Enlarging a tonehole will sharpen the frequencies associated with that tonehole.
5. Enlarging a tonehole has a greater sharpening effect on the higher frequencies (e.g. higher
registers) than the lower frequencies associated with that tonehole
Undercutting Generally

6. In general, undercutting a tonehole will sharpen the frequencies associated with that
tonehole.

Undercutting Directionally

7. In particular, undercutting upstream will have a greater sharpening effect on the lower
frequencies associated with that tonehole, while undercutting downstream will have a
greater sharpening effect on the higher frequencies associated with that tonehole.
Downstream Toneholes

8. More open toneholes downstream from a given tonehole will sharpen the frequencies
associated with that tonehole, and this will have a greater effect on higher frequencies.
9. The closer that downstream, open toneholes are to a given upstream open tonehole, the
greater the sharpening effect of the downstream toneholes will be upon the associated
frequencies of the upstream tonehole-- and this will have a greater effect on higher
frequencies.
10. The larger that downstream, open toneholes are to a given upstream open tonehole, the
greater the sharpening effect of the downstream toneholes will be upon the associated
frequencies of the upstream tonehole-- and this will have a greater effect on higher
frequencies.
The Cut-Off Frequency

11. A flute has a cut-off frequency above which the toneholes no longer function normally.
12. Increasing the admittance of the toneholes in general will increase the cut-off frequency.
Forked Fingerings

13. Lower frequencies are less affected by forked fingerings than higher frequencies are; thus,
to flatten by a half-step, lower frequencies may need two downstream holes covered while
higher frequencies may need only one hole covered.
14. Closer downstream toneholes have a greater flattening effect when covered in a forked
fingering.
Bore Size

15. A larger bore will have a lower frequency than a smaller bore of the same length.
16. Different ratios of bore size to flute length have different advantages and disadvantages
regarding the flute’s tone, range and playability: a medium can be found which best suits a
given maker’s taste or intentions.
Bore Perturbations in General

17. A perturbation to the bore (an expansion or contraction, etc) will have different effects on
different frequencies, depending on how the standing waves of those frequencies line up
with the perturbation.
18. Expansions of the bore will lower frequencies who’s standing waves have pressure
antinodes (maximums) at the locations of those expansions, and will raise frequencies

who’s standing waves have pressure nodes (minimums) at those locations. The inverse is
true for contractions to the bore.
19. Longer perturbations to the bore-- which spread out along some distance rather than only
a smaller, more specific point-- have more of an effect on low frequencies than on high
frequencies.
20. Areas of the bore can be intentionally perturbed so as to raise and lower specific sets of
frequencies.
21. A “flute fish” is a tool that can be used to identify the locations of nodes and antinodes of
standing waves within the flute.
Closed Toneholes in Particular

22. Closed toneholes act as perturbations to the bore.
23. Larger or more heavily undercut toneholes, when closed, nearly always lower the
frequency of downstream toneholes.
24. For very large toneholes, a players finger pad begins to extend down into the tonehole,
having an affect on its volume (space).
Wall Thickness

25. A thicker wall increases the volume (space) of a closed tonehole, thus causing it to act as a
larger expansion of the bore.
26. A thicker wall flattens the frequencies associated with a tonehole, and this flattening effect
is greater for higher frequencies.
27. A thicker wall at the embouchure hole will flatten the entire flute.
Flattening of Upper Frequencies

28. The frequency-dependent effects of tonehole admittance lower the higher frequencies of
the flute, generally causing a shrinking of octaves between registers as one moves up the
toneholes.
29. Increased breath speed raises the frequency of the first register but not the second
register; this can contribute to the shrinking of octaves and is why many flutes are tuned
such that the registers’ octave is wide.
30. Increased lip coverage of the embouchure hole flattens the frequency, and in practice this
behavior is known to contribute to the flattening of high frequencies.
31. This flattening of the high frequencies of the flute can be compensated for by tapering the
bore of the flute as it nears the embouchure hole.
The Upstream Space and Cork Placement

32. The effect of the upstream space (between the embouchure hole and the cork or upper
end of the flute) is frequency dependent.
33. Lengthening the upstream space will narrow the octave between registers, and shortening
the upstream space will widen the octave between registers.

The Shape of the Embouchure Hole

34. Widening the embouchure hole will sharpen the entire flute.
35. The shape of the undercutting of the embouchure hole drastically affects the playability
and tone of the entire flute.

Human Intonation
36. The length, speed, shape, and angle of the breath at the embouchure hole have effects on
the intonation of the flute.
37. The shape of the players lips and the interior of their mouth and vocal tract affect the
flutes intonation.
38. Fluctuations of pitch are normal and can be a celebrated aspect of flutes.
39. The human variable puts a limit both on the efficacy of mathematical predictions and on
how ‘in tune’ we can call a flute without its human.
40. Given time to develop a relationship with the instrument, individual players incorporate
the unique qualities of a particular instrument as second nature-- the two become one.

Appendix: Notes on Graphing and Predicting Flute Intonation and Tonehole Location

There are many multi-variable equations available for predicting the locations of
toneholes-- some requiring calculus or trigonometry, others merely algebra. Often times these
demand complicated processes in order to apply or make calculations with them. I would like to
introduce a basic approach to graphing and predicting the intonation and locations of toneholes.
I cannot say whether or not this will be particularly helpful in avoiding extra work: with or
without the predictions, you may still need to, as Hopkin recommends, “Make a series of
instruments with identical tube dimensions. Make your mistakes and attempted corrections on
the first; incorporate your best results into the second. Continue your refinements through a third
and fourth and fifth if need be” (Hopkin 83). Today my methods of prototyping have returned to a
much more informed trial-and-error approach, as I find the equations increasingly unnecessary
and the iterations and experiments more crucial. Regardless, I was very excited when I
recognized this mathematical approach, and so I have decided to include it here.
The idea is simple. Rather than trying to graph tonehole locations as absolute distances
that are a function of absolute frequencies, instead we graph each of these as ratios relative to the
fundamental of the flute: the ratio of the length from the tonehole to the embouchure hole versus
the length from the end of the flute to the embouchure hole, represented as a percentage; and the
pitch of the tonehole in terms of musical “cents” different from the lowest note of the flute.
First measure the length from the embouchure hole to the tonehole in question. Divide this
by the length from the embouchure hole to the end of the flute. This is a percentage that will
become your Y coordinate.
(The next part is a little bit trickier because it involves translating a difference in
frequencies into a difference in cents-- which are logarithmic. Cents are logarithmic because there
are always 1200 cents in an octave (100 cents in a half-step-- Get it now? Cents?), but octaves are
relative: they are a doubling of frequency, so that an octave above 216hz is merely another 216hz
higher (giving us 432hz) while the next octave is 432hz higher, and the next is 864hz. Anyway,
you can study this more elsewhere.)
So secondly, measure the frequencies of the lowest tone of the flute and of the tonehole in
question. Calculate the difference in cents between the two frequencies by using the equation,
c = 1200 • log2(b/a)

where a is the frequency of the lowest note and b is the frequency of the tonehole. To do this
calculation, first divide b by a, then use a calculator to take the log2 (log base 2) of that number,
then multiple this by 1200. This gives you “c”, or the number of cents from the frequency of the
lowest note to the frequency of the tonehole. This becomes your X coordinate.
Do this for all of the toneholes and registers. You can even measure highs and lows by
bending the notes as much as you can, although this will be a lot of frequency measurements and
a therefore lot of math.
Make a graph numbered 0 to 100 on the Y axis, and 0 to 12, or maybe 13 or 14, on the X
axis. The X axis is hundreds of cents (so it’s as if you made it from 0 to 1200 or 1300 etc). And the
Y axis is the location of the tonehole as a percentage of the total length, each measured relative to
the embouchure hole.
The coordinate will approximate a curve which you can use to estimate the locations of
holes for a new flute. Of course, given all of the factors affecting a flutes frequency-- in particular,

holes’ proximities to one another-- that we looked at in the earlier portion of this text, the curve
will only give you an idea of where to begin.
Perhaps the process still isn’t clear. Say you make two identical flutes, with identical bore
size and embouchure holes, etc, without any toneholes yet. Say you want your final flute to have
six holes. First you drill these holes in locations on the first flute, based on your intuition or a wild
guess. Fittingly, these holes are wildly out of tune, but you widen them not more nor less than
your ideal hole size-- plus you undercut them a bit. Then you make a graph of this flute. While the
coordinates are way off from what you’d like them to be, they nonetheless produce a curve which
tells you less about the particular locations of those toneholes, and more about how that
particular bore and embouchure hole and upstream space and number and size of holes, etc,
respond. So you can choose the X coordinates (cents) that you want for your next flute, and then
line these up with the curve to find the associated Y coordinates (percentage length) which tell
you at what length to place your new toneholes. Contemplate the guidelines-- specifically how
nearby holes affect one another-- and then make some small intuitive adjustments before drilling.
And of course then begins the process of widening and undercutting and tuning the toneholes,
which is another story!
A cool thing about this sort of graph is that it can be used to compare flutes of various
shapes and sizes, since the variables are all relative. So you can compare the curve of a piccolo to
the curve of a bass flute. On the same graph, you can also compare the similar but slightly
different curves of two similarly sized flutes with different scales or numbers of toneholes, etc.
If you’ve really got the gumption, you can approximate the curve with an exponential
equation. Such as this one that I found for one of my low D flutes, with a 3/4” cylindrical, nontapered bore, a 5mm wall thickness, a 5/8” upstream space, seven toneholes, and a small but
deep embouchure hole:
y = 96.5(0.924x)
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Eric Franklin

Thoughts on comms. 2128 and 2129 – Early Music, experimental archaeology and
scientific method.
‘Early Music’ is an act of experimental archaeology, both instrument construction and in
performance reconstruction.
During these activities we need to clarify and keep separate the concepts of ‘hypothesis’
from ‘theory’ as despite fairly intensive teaching of the differences both at Key Stages 2 and
3 in the UK National Curriculum for science, public discrimination of them is poor. People
value a ‘preferred solution’ rather than accept that there is a number of competing but valid
ones. We like to grasp a clear, unequivocal story whether one exists or not. When we
reconstruct a performance historically, it’s important that we inform the audience of its
degree of tenuousness or the construction assumes, in their perception, the mantle of ‘the
correct way to perform it’. There is a human tendency to value received wisdom as
authority and a reluctance to accept ideas critical of it. Beware other human traits: to
assemble evidence that supports one’s hypothesis and ignore inconvenient evidence to the
contrary and sometimes and regrettably to belittle one’s adversary. A notable example of
the latter is Boyd Dawkins’ treatment of Timothy Heath over the Victorian excavations at
Creswell Crags1.
For example, the hypothesis ‘Stonehenge and Durrington walls – the prehistoric realms of
the dead and the living’ has a wide following in archaeology and while based on parallels
with modern Madagascan culture seems in archaeological circles to be treated and enlarged
on as proven fact rather than hypothesis. Inevitably, through the medium of television and
newsprint this becomes accepted as ‘truth’ by the wider public. Another example I have
quoted in FoMRHI comm.1942 is the current, almost universal mixed sex performance of
Morris Dance which isn’t as originally recorded but, now is accepted as the historical norm
by that part of the public that hasn’t informed itself to the contrary. Scientific method
(Baconian and Karl Popper’s ideas of falsification2), when followed, should keep these
tendencies under control.
Coming to Martyn Hodgson’s point about the validity of ‘thumb under’ lute technique, I
heard Michael Schaeffer give the seminal talk on this technique to the Lute Society Summer
School in Cheltenham in, I think, 1973 or 1974. Tony Rooley gave one at, I believe, the same
summer school on his use of thumb out and nails which, I seem to recall, generated a
measure of discord. From then on, much teaching switched to thumb under and having
switched, I can testify that it’s easier, if unhistorical, to try to modify thumb under for later
styles than acquire two techniques. But I must persist.
Lute size is another area where received wisdom dominates. I’m sure makers in the 1970s
had a reason for picking string lengths at or close to 60cm for ‘classical’
Elizabethan/Jacobean period lutes in ‘g’. I wonder if the reason was because it created an
instrument of playable size for most clients? Coincidentally and conveniently for me it
happens to accord well with the statistics on hand size that I published much later in
FoMRHI comm. 1897 and earlier related articles. But if I turn up with a 55cm lute tuned in

‘g’, which is a size I find easier to manage, a proportion of my fellow players will comment
that ‘but that’s an ’a’ lute. Received wisdom in action, or am I using evidence that’s
convenient to me and ignoring that which points in a contrary direction?
If you reconstruct a cornett or a simple ‘renaissance’ flute the instrument puts severe
constraints on the range of sounds and tone quality that can be delivered – but, still, it is a
range. To try this is a clear example of musical, experimental archaeology in action; the
properties of the reconstruction define the range of possible sound and technique and raise
hypotheses about its use which need testing. With a more complex instrument like the lute
or viol, not only is historically informed construction important but so is the choice of
material for the strings as it affects the pitch, range and sonority of the result. Here, I
suspect our public perception is still influenced by the modern, classical guitar, with
expectations of resonance, size, tone and ability to fill a concert hall. The archaeological
approach dictates using gut, with all its limitations, to find the range of possible sonority but
the player, amateur and professional, often has other views based on her or his perception
of what the instrument ‘should’ sound like. Consequently, and in conflict with our evidence
from reconstruction, this dictates the use of modern polymer and overwound strings.
Thus, the sequence of events during reconstruction ought to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assemble the evidence for the construction of the chosen instrument including
stringing
assemble any evidence of how it was played
assemble and evaluate evidence to the contrary
attempt a reconstruction
play it to observe its acoustic properties and any difficulties that need investigating
raise any hypotheses about any of the above and test them, if needs be by changes
in construction.
cycle the last three points until you have a workable reconstruction
when demonstrating the instrument note point three above and be sure to discuss
any caveats relating to playing technique, sonority etc.. Stress that this is a ‘best fit’
model but that others may be valid, particularly as more evidence becomes
available.

Charles Besnainou’s hierarchy of the scientific process, hypothesis, clue, evidence and fact is
precisely this process. However, comm. 2139 also shows what often happens when
‘received authority’ meets contrary evidence and the personal creeps in. This is a very
common and very human conflict that occurs when anyone, myself included, attempts to
question and overturn ‘perceived truth’ and I’ve had many a professional fight in scientific
and educational fields where I have not been ‘the authority’. I know how uncomfortable and
powerless you can feel. What’s important is that both Charles Besnainou’s and Mimo
Peruffo’s evidence is heard and that it should generate a series of hypotheses that can be
tested against evidence. What shouldn’t happen is for one line of evidence to get buried
because it ‘goes against the grain’ or because it is expressed with some warmth. Both lines

of reasoning need to be weighed on their merits and faults and not on the strength of
personalities.
Just some other brief observations, not criticisms, on this comm.
From my experience of using longbow, (fig.23) I’d suggest that the bowstring needs to be
flexible but not stretchy. Bowstrings employ a simple twist except for the terminal loops.
Their function firstly, is to propel the arrow and, secondly, to act as a shock absorber once
the arrow has left. Indeed, if, in use, the string breaks it’s not unusual for the stave to
shatter at the same time because of the sudden release of the tension within itself. The
force for delivering the projectile derives largely from the bow, not the string. Watch the
bowstring after the arrow has left; it returns to tension as it moves forward and, in doing so
restrains and restores the shape of the bowstave which remains under slight tension at the
end of the shot. A very stretchy string could not do this.
Around 2009 I stopped to listen to a Kora player on Bristol Harbourside and, when he had
finished his piece, I asked him how he made his roped strings. What he described was
precisely what Charles Besnainou in section 3.1.3 calls Ramelli’s super winding. I discussed
this with Eph Segerman shortly afterwards and he said that the technique dated back almost
to prehistoric times. This is confirmed by figs. 1.4.1 and 1.4.2. Oh, and the roped kora strings
sounded good and carried right across Millenium Square.
Roped catlines work well. I’m assuming that NRI catlines that I’ve used since 1978 are still
rope wound and I haven’t encountered the problems or the dissatisfaction alluded to in
section 3.1.1. The 11th course of my baroque lute has a thickness of 1.9mm and might well
have benefitted from me splitting the end before inserting it into and tying it on to the
bridge. The latter seems to cope with a 2mm hole, historical size or not. I suspect the same
method of fixing should apply to the peg end of the string, perhaps with even greater need.
Eric Franklin, 17.4.’20
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Chris Egerton

A rare ‘Tremolina’ Mandolin by Oscar Schmidt c.1903

PLATE 1: Tremolina mandolin c.1903 undergoing conservation by the author.

PLATE 2: 1903 Music Trade Review advert image of the ‘new’ Tremolina mandolin
The ‘Tremolina’ Mandolin was advertised in two issues of Music Trade Review of
1903, describing the instrument as:
‘…an improved and simplified mandolin, upon which may be rendered the most
difficult compositions with ease and accuracy without the aid of a teacher’’1
The depicted instrument (PLATE 2) shows a flat-back style mandolin with
disembodied hands gripping the mandolin in playing position. It has an unusual
combined bridge and tailpiece as well as a mysterious mechanism upon which the
right hand fingers rest:

‘The keyboard attachment to the "Tremolina"—shown in the illustration—runs
across the strings and enables the player, even if he be a beginner, to produce the
tremolo, so characteristic in the mandolin music.’ 2
An instruction book (as yet not seen) is mentioned which included tuning and
playing method for the new instrument. Numbered fret position markers are shown
in the ad. photo as: 1, ①, 2, ②, 3, ③, 4, ④ for the first 8 frets starting at the top nut.
The use of enclosed numerals is interesting and is probably related to the tutored
playing method. String tuning indicators of GDAE are shown at the 1st and 12th fret.
It’s not clear from the ad. photo’, but the numbers and letters were engraved into the
fingerboard surface to a reasonable depth. Probably some type of light coloured inlay
or infil material was applied to level the surface and contrast with the black ebony
fingerboard.
Oscar Schmidt (1857–1929) 3 trading from New Jersey USA, offered a range of
instruments and is known for a number of patents applied to musical instruments.
The music trade of the day, just as now, relied upon constant innovation and
development of new gadgets, accessories and concepts in instrument design and it
was common practice for Oscar Schmidt (and others) to apply for, or buy up patents
with interesting ideas that were then implemented in instrument manufacture.

PLATE 3: Tremolina mandolin label with variously dated patent claims
The Tremolina label (PLATE 3) claims several patents in the USA and in all foreign
countries as well as other patents pending. There is no single specific patent for the
Tremolina itself which relies on two inventions for its unique function:
1) Patent US754938 ‘Combination bridge and tailpiece’ 4 of Mar 15 1904
invented by Emile Leach and assigned to Oscar Schmidt. The invention is just a one
piece folded metal bracket screwed to an instrument soundboard that incorporates
an integral saddle and hooks or hitch-prongs for attaching loop-end strings. Saddle
height adjustment is described. An image from the patent drawings is shown below:

PLATE 4:Extracted image from Combination Bridge and Tailpiece patent
US754938.
2) Patent US633876 ‘Stringed musical instrument’ of Sep 26 1899 invented
by Frederick Menzenhauer, zither manufacturer and supplier to and eventually
business partner of Schmidt.
This invention is a playing or picking mechanism fitted to a multi-stringed zithertype instrument in the original patent document, although the inventor mentions
that other instruments: guitar, mandolin & co. are also candidates for the
mechanism. Extracted image from the patent doc shown below.

PLATE 5: Extracted image from patent US633876 ‘Stringed Musical Instrument’

The basic idea of the mechanism is a sliding ‘pick-board’ incorporating a number of
button-activated plectra that engage with the strings below when the buttons are
depressed with the right hand fingers. The pick-board is then manually slid along a
horizontally fixed and limiting track and the plectrum ‘plucks’ the selected string.
The activation buttons are spring-loaded to retract the plectra when finger pressure
is released. However, if pressure is applied continuously to one or more buttons and
the pick-board repeatedly moved back and forth then a ‘tremolo’ effect is achieved
without the need for the traditional picking skills as cultivated in conventional
playing methods. A cross section diagram of a pick-board/button/plectrum unit is
shown below:

PLATE 6: Extracted and simplified x-sectional drawing of the pick-board from
patent US633876 ‘Stringed Musical Instrument’.
Despite the long and worldwide popularity of zithers made by Menzenhauer and
Schmidt they became unfashionable by 1903 and Schmidt attempted to incorporate
the picking device on to his Tremolina mandolin. Apparently the combination
tailpiece and bridge was designed specifically for the purpose and that patent
document expressly cites the other patent US633876.

CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
The instrument (PLATE 1) undergoing conservation/restoration by this author is
apparently rare and only one other incomplete example is currently known. One of
the world’s respected authorities on Oscar Schmidt’s stringed-instruments 5 was
unfamiliar with the Tremolina until now.
There is no picking keyboard on the instrument presented and no complete extant
examples were found during targeted searches of auction sites, museum collection
inventories or instrument forums. Perhaps examples exist as yet unidentified by the
owners, or mis-catalogued by museums. It may be possible to recreate a suitable
pick-board unit by reference to the original Menzenhauer patent, or to actual
examples of Schmidt and Menzenhauers’s ‘Harp Mandolin’ based on the 1899 patent
of which a good number survive, theoretically in a useable state and often for sale.
The Tremolina itself consists of Rio Rosewood (dalbergia nigra) back and sides and
Spruce (picea abies) soundboard with a plain Maple (acer spp.) neck fitted with a
solid ebony (diospyros spp.) fingerbard and raised copper-alloy strip or ‘bar’ frets.

The conventional mandolin four-a-side machine tuners are made from steel and
copper-alloy. The combination bridge and tailpiece is steel with traces of copper(?)
plating and is height adjusted with a metal shim under the front edge. Two threaded
copper-alloy bushes are inserted into the soundboard above the bridge/tailpiece and
within the boundary of the shaped Celluloid 6 scratchplate. Those bushes are
presumably for locating and fixing the keyboard picking mechanism described.
Celluloid (or Ivoroid) binding surrounds the soundboard edge and the oval
soundhole. The mandolin can still be used in the conventional way without the
keyboard mechanism.
The back has been removed previously for repairs and was refitted poorly with
unsuitable adhesives. It was decided that removal again was justified to record the
interior structures, execute necessary internal repairs and remove any old unstable
repairs and accretions or non-original materials judged potentially harmful in the
long term. See PLATE 7.

PLATE 7: Internal views of the Tremolina after back removal, showing general
deterioration, old and unstable repairs, non-original materials and modern adhesive
accretions.
Although dismantling instruments and back or front removal is commonly and
widely practised by conventional luthiers who rely on traditional craft skills, a
combined conservation approach is often advisable for preservation of original
historical materials and features. This is normal museum practice in accordance with
accepted ethical guidelines 7. The overall instability of this instrument’s structure and
likelihood of further and imminent losses and deterioration suggested that an
immediate and more robust, but still carefully considered approach was needed.
Some of the conservation issues are straightforward, such as regluing loose or
detached components with appropriate adhesives and methods, but other treatments

are as yet undecided; such as dealing with the loose, buckled and shrunken Celluloid
scratchplate and reinstating the machine tuners to function, as well as improving the
stability and cosmetic appearance of the varnish coatings and retouchings.
It is debatable whether full playing function should be restored. The main interest of
this instrument lies in the unusual playing mechanism as yet undiscovered.
Otherwise, it is a fairly conventional antique mandolin of which many already exist in
playing condition and regular use. Rendering it playable for idle curiosity, or for
some meagre commercial gain may be inappropriate.
Further updates, research and developments about the Tremolina will be presented
in future Comms.
Chris Egerton
April 2020
NOTES
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particular example.
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Jan Bouterse

Making rings for thumbholes
Worn thumbholes are a regular
problem on intensively played
recorders, making some high notes
more difficult to articulate. They can
often be seen on instruments made of
softer types of wood (fruit wood,
maple, see photo 1), but I have seen
them also on historical recorders made
of ebony, such as the alto recorder by
Van Heerde in the museum of musical
instruments in Lisboa (Portugal, see
2). Sometimes (but not so much on
the instruments of photos 1 and 2), the 1
direction of the groove gives us an
indication how the recorder was
mainly played, with the right or with
the left hand below.
A worn hole is the result of a way of
playing where for the overblown notes
(where the hole has to be partly
covered) the thumb is placed with the
nail almost straight (perpendicular) to
the surface of the hole (3a).
It is not my way of playing overblown
notes, I prefer to shift my thumb (3b), 2
it is perhaps a less secure, but I must
say that I am not a professional recorder player.

3a

3b

Inserting a ring generally improves
the speaking, especially of the
critical high notes (such as c#3 and
f3 on an alto recorder) enormously.
Don’t forget to measure the
diameter of the hole before
continuing with the next steps!
Most thumbholes of alto recorders
have a diameter between 5.5 and
6.0 mm.
I make the rings out of pieces of
4
cow bone, which I buy at a local
butcher (see photo 4 for some pieces of bone that already have been used for rings).
This means that I must ask my customers if they perhaps have vegetarian-related objections
with that material, but that has never
happened. Larger pieces of bone can
also be bought in shops where they
sell dog food, but smaller pieces are
easier to use. You can boil the bone
pieces (making stock for a soup), but
that is not strictly necessary! I have
no experience with bones from other
animals.
I use plug cutters to extract small
cylindrical pieces out of the bone.
Photo 5 shows two cutters, the right
one (with cuts pieces with a diameter 5
of 10 mm) was bought in a tool shop.
On the internet you will find them in
various sizes and shapes; they are
made of hardened steel to be used on
wood, but on bone they will do well.
Protect your eyes when you are
drilling with these tools (photo 6)!
The other cutter I have made from a
piece of so-called silver steel*, on
my metal lathe. The cutting parts are
much thinner (ca. 1 mm), I used a
small metal saw with an HSS blade)
and a file to make the teeth. I didn’t
harden the teeth - too much work for
a small tool that I use not so often,
and it cuts well.
* silver steel is a type of high-carbon
6
bright steel used for tools.

It is sometimes a bit difficult to get
the piece of bone out of the cutter.
That is it why a drilled a hole
through the length of my self-made
cutter, so I can get the plug out by
pushing from the other end.
7

The next step is flattening the
surface of the bone plug, which I do
in the metal lathe (8). You can do
that job of course also on your
wood lathe (with a chuck) or even
an electric drilling machine, using a
file or sanding paper.
The best way is to flatten the plug at
both sides.

8

Now follows the drilling of the hole,
again on the metal lathe.
I always begin with a small pilot
drill bit (9), which gives the best
guarantee that the hole will be
correctly centered.

9

With a common metal drill the hole
will now get its desired diameter,
which I always keep a bit smaller (0.2
to 0.5 mm) than the hole that I have
measured on the instrument.
Drilling must be done with some care,
not pushing the drill with too much
force (10).
Sometimes the plug is thick enough to
make two rings out of it. That can be
done with a fine metal saw, on a
turning lathe, and the last bit with the
lathe turned off. But it is not such an 10
easy job; you have to be careful being
so close to the jaws of the chuck. Sometimes the result was two pieces of useless or broken
rings (or I lost one of them somewhere in the caverns of the lathe).

Now it is time to make a hole for the
ring. The best way is using a drilling
press with the recorder part in a V-block
(11a and11b).
It is also possible to secure the wood in
the V-block with clamps, but this must
be done with care to avoid scratches.

11b

11a

The hole for the ring must preferably
have a flat bottom (see 12). That
means that you can’t use common
wood or metal drills. I have made
from silver steel a few types of
milling drill, with flat ends in which I
have made several sharp grooves
(again with a metal saw and fine
triangular files), see 13 (the two at
the left) and 14 (frontal view).
These tools work perfectly for me.
The only thing is that I have to clear
them regularly out, especially when
they have to mill in wood that is
impregnated with paraffin or similar
stuff.
12

14

13
And it is of course important that the diameter of these tools (I have made them in three
sizes, Ø 10, 12 and 15 mm) correspond perfectly with the rings.
The ring can now be put into the hole
(15) and glued. This can be done with
all types of glue, historic or modern.
I prefer UHU Hart, used in model
making with hard plastics and wood.
Don’t be too economical with the
glue, but remember that the hardest or
most time consuming part of the job
is the finishing (cleaning and so on)
of the direct surroundings of the
thumbhole.
15

When the glue is dry and the ring tightly fitted, the exposed part of the bone has to be
removed. I do that by sanding and filing. It is almost inevitable that some wood near the
ring will be damaged. That means that I have to sand more surface and avoid discoloration
of the wood surface. It sometimes looks (and smells) very messy, with all the dust.
Restoring the colour on painted or stained wood is a painstaking job, asking all your skills.
And don’t forget the inner side, the bore, where some glue maybe has fallen.
Last task: tuning the hole: that can sometimes be done by undercutting, but often it is also
necessary to enlarge all of the hole. I do that with a sharp knife, made from a small (thin)
chisel, and round files. Checking the result does not only mean looking at your tuning
device, but also playing (real) music and listening to the pitches. Of course you must know
the fingerings (primary and secondary) of the notes whose pitch depends on this hole.

16
To photo 16: The left instrument is made from boxwood, I had drilled (milled) the hole for
the ring just a little bit too small and put the bone ring in with some force. The result: two
cracks (see red lines, A). The other instrument is an alto made of Rio palissander (a type of
rosewood), of which I still have some pieces (it is nowadays on the Red List of CITES).
Here were some problems with filing of the ring, but too much wood (see B) was affected,
though this is only visible when the light comes from the side.
It is also possible to move a hole a bit upwards or
downwards (or to the side) with a ring, simply by
drilling the hole for the ring a bit off-centre of the
original hole. See the steps on the diagram (17).
Final remark: I do not know about other ways to
make thumbhole rings. It is important to be creative
and not afraid of experimenting with self-made
tools.

17
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Jan Bouterse

Sound and Soul, the DVD about the recorder collection of Frans Brüggen
The famous Dutch recorder player Frans Brüggen (1934-2014) collected during his life a
fine collection of superb historical woodwind instruments. The main part of this collection
consists of 17 baroque recorders by French, English, German and Dutch makers. Many
players and instrument makers asked Brüggen if they could play and examine the recorders.
For their benefit, and to protect the instruments from damage caused by measuring too
many times, the Australian recorder maker Frederick G. (Fred) Morgan (1940-1999) made
drawings of them, which were published in 1981 by Zen-On Music Co. LTD (Tokyo) as
‘The recorder collection of Frans Brüggen’. These drawings became almost as famous as
the instruments themselves. They are not easy to read: there are no explanations to the
drawings, which are made in a free style (Morgan didn’t follow official technical
standards), some inside knowledge of recorder making (and experience in measuring) helps
greatly for a better understanding. The album with the drawings on loose sheets (410 x 275
mm) is not easy to come by (Zen-On has no representation in Europe, as far I know), you
might try it on internet with the title or with the ISBN: 4-11-540600-3 and find prices up to
100 British pounds.
And now, almost 40 years after the drawings, a DVD is published (again by Zen-On, and
again it cost me a lot of time to find a way to buy it) on which the sound of all the recorders
has been recorded. The title of the DVD is ‘Sound and Soul’, and the subtitle is confusingly
the same as that of the album with drawings: ‘The recorder collection of Frans Brüggen’.
The DVD has a number: ZD-985253 (for PAL format, common in Europe). There is also a
version for NTSC format, with the code ZD-985252, more technical information can be
seen on the Zen-On website: https://www.zen-on.co.jp/world/recorder_collection_dvd/.
There you can also see and hear short excerpts of the recordings. The initiative for the DVD
was taken by Machtelt Brüggen Israëls, (I take this from the preface to the booklet with
goes with the DVD) to fulfil the wish of her late husband that the recorders were not to
meant just to stay in a case, and be looked at; they are there to be played too, even if briefly,
to resurrect as much as possible the sound and the soul of baroque musique.
The filming for the DVD was done by Daniël Brüggen (a nephew of Frans), the instruments
were played by Kees Boeke and Walter van Hauwe.
The recorded instruments are:
1. Recorder in Bb (‘tenor
fourth flute’ in stained
boxwood, with brass key, at a410 Hz), by Thomas Stanesby
Junior (1692-1754)
2. Recorder in c' (tenor in c in
ebony with ivory rings and a
silver key, at a=396 Hz) by
Martin(?) Hotteterre (d.1712)
3. Recorder in c' (tenor in c in
stained boxwood with ivory
rings, at a=398 Hz) by Dupuis
(fl. 1692)

4. Recorder in d' (voice flute in d in stained boxwood with ivory rings, a= 403 Hz) by Peter
Bressan (Pierre Jaillard; 1663-1731)
5. Recorder in d' (voice flute in d in maple, at a=408 Hz) by Peter Bressan
6. Recorder in c' (tenor in c in church pitch, in plumwood with horn rings, at a=473 Hz, or a
voice flute in d in low pitch) by Johann Christoph Denner (1655-1707)
7. Recorder in f' (alto in f in boxwood with ivory rings, at a=411 Hz) by Jan Steenbergen
(1676-1752)
8. Recorder in f' (alto in f in stained boxwood, at a=406 Hz) by Thomas Stanesby Senior
(ca. 1668-1734)
9. Recorder in f' (alto in f in boxwood covered with tortoise shell and with ivor rings, at
a=403 Hz) by Johann Heitz (1672-1737)
10. Recorder in f' (alto in f, with long foot, in stained boxwood with ivory rings at a=406
Hz) by Peter Bressan
11. Recorder in f' (alto in f, with shorter foot, in stained boxwood with ivory rings, at a=403
Hz) by Peter Bressan
12. Recorder in g' (alto in g in low pitch in ivory at a= ca.417 Hz, or an alto in f in high
church pitch) by Johann Benedikt Gahn (1674-1711)
13. Recorder in c"(soprano in c in stained boxwood, at a=406 Hz) by Robert Wyne
(1698-1774)
14. Recorder in c" (soprano in c in boxwood, at a= ca. 413 Hz) by Jan Steenbergen
(1676-1752)
15. Recorder in c" (soprano in c in eboy with ivory rings, at a= ca. 413 Hz) by Richard Haka
(ca.1646-1705)
16. Recorder in d" (sixth flute in d in ivory, at a= ca. 420 Hz) by Thomas Stanesby Jr.
(1692-1754)
17. Recorder in f" (octave flute or sopranino in f, in ivory, at a= ca. 406 Hz) by Benjamin
Hallett (1713-1753)

Walter van Hauwe playing the alto recorder of Steenbergen (‘still’ from the DVD).

What do we see and hear on the DVD? On each recorder a short prelude from L'art de préluder, opus 7 by Jacques Hotteterre, is played at first. Then follows a session of the individual tones of the instrument, from the lowest tone to two octaves upwards, always two
tones in a row. For instance on an alto recorder: f1-g1, then g1-a1, a1-b-flat1, and so on.
This procedure gives a good picture of the sound and pitches, for instance in which register
the recorder sounds at is best. On the video you can see how Kees Boeke and Walter van
Hauwe are playing the instruments, but it is not so clear for each and every not to see which
fingerings were used. That is a pity, especially for the fork-fingered tones, which are surely
not all identical for all recorders. And I would have liked to hear more interval playing, to
get a better impression of the so-important thirds and fifths, and also of the octave
intervals. The educational value of the DVD would have enormously improved with that.
The question is for which people this DVD might be interesting. Surely for instrument
makers, perhaps for a few professional players or some advanced amateurs who are interested in authentic sound of the recorders. For them, I have some advice: try to listen openmindedly to the sound of the instruments (using good quality equipment), but don’t look at
the screen of your computer or television. Do in the meantime a different job, read a book
or what you ever can do (or even close your eyes), but do not concentrate too much on the
music. And doing so, suddenly, you are hearing something special, a beautiful sound which
is coming through into your head. And that is likely to be from a recorder which is especially
interesting or suiting you. I call that subconscious or free listening. It can help instrument
makers who are often so busy with critical or technical listening!
There is no spoken information on the DVD. But during the playing sessions, the recorders
are filmed in detail, both front and back, from lower to upper end (but never is the whole
instrument as such visible, always only a section). With the ‘print screen’ function on your
computer, pictures of the recorders can be extracted from the videos.

‘Still’ of the alto recorder by Thomas Stanesby. The middle hole (actually hole 4) is filled
in by Frans Brüggen with some wax, as is the case on several more holes on the other
recorders. There was a problem: because of the taking print screen from a moving film, the
round holes became oval in the still. The problems are less severe for the heads of Haka’s
soprano and the alto in g by Gahn (next pages). The stills show fine details of the instruments, which adds useful information to the drawings by Fred Morgan and is a great help
for copy makers.

Head of the soprano recorder by Richard Haka.

From the drawing by Fred Morgan:
lower baluster of the head of the
same instrument.

Pitch measurements of Haka’s soprano recorder, by Fred Morgan

With the DVD comes a booklet with descriptions of all seventeen instruments. The text is
by the experienced Japanese recorder maker Fumitaka Saito (he lives in Amsterdam). And
this booklet contains a lot of interesting information, about the maker of the instrument,
some technical aspects (for instance voicing details and bore profiles) and sound characteristics. Some recorders are described more comprehensively (such as the tenor fourth flute
by Stanesby Junior), a few with only a couple of lines (Steenbergen’s soprano recorder).
But that is not so much a problem; it is so instructive to look over the shoulder of a skilled
recorder maker (and player) at the instruments. And the information adds hugely to the
annotations on the drawings by Morgan.
Some observations and complications
On two recorders, the alto recorder by Gahn and the soprano by Haka, the middle joint had
to be pulled out for the playing session quite a bit (ca. 1 cm) to correct serious intonation
problems. The tables with pitch measurements by Morgans reveal indeed that the top of the
first register sounds much too sharp (the tones played with only one or two of the upper
holes closed), see the table with pitches and fingerings of the soprano recorder on the
previous page: the b1 (b’), c2 (c”) and d2 (d”) are much too sharp compared with the other
notes. Pulling out the middle joint is indeed a good remedy to solve that. But that also
causes a gap in the bore which is better to fill up with a small ring, to avoid other intonation
problems. I don’t know whether that was done for the DVD playing session. Frans Brüggen
suggested to me when I examined (long ago) the four Dutch recorders in his collection, that
the lower joint of Haka’s soprano might have been shortened. That is possible, for the
socket is now 0.8 mm longer than the socket of the head (an indication that somebody has
fiddled with the tenon), and the thumbhole is rather close to the shoulder. But on other
soprano recorders by Haka this hole position is not so much different. Another reason for
the intonation problems might be shrinking of the wood above the thumbhole: that means at
the tenon (where the wood is thin, here 1.3 to 1.8 mm) or on the lower part of the head. And
here I am missing some important information on Morgan’s drawings: he gives for most
recorder parts for the internal (bore) and external (balusters and so on) diameters only one
value, presumably the maximum diameter. That means that there is only a very restricted
insight into the shrinking of the wood (or ivory) of the instruments. And just that shrinking
can be very irregular, leading to the intonation problems.

Head of the alto recorder in g by Johann Benedikt Gahn (‘still’ from the DVD).
Saito makes some interesting remarks. About the alto by Gahn: “On many historical instruments, the interval of the first octave from the lowest tone (g1 for the Gahn) to the g2 is
rather wide. In some cases, the extent of deviation due to ageing is less pronounced but
with most recorders, as also with this instrument, there is considerable deviation, such that

it cannot be controlled by the breath alone. The position of each tonehole seems to have
been determined not by the correct tuning but by delicacy of expression and beauty of
appearance. In order to play the recorder with correct intonation, players are required to
cover several more toneholes than normally used, or adjust the size of the holes with wax.”
Saito also says that by regular playing the deformations in the ivory parts may disappear and
that the recorder produces its nice sound without using wax.
About Richard Haka (c. 1646-1705) says Saito that he made instruments in the transition
between the Renaissance and the Baroque period and that he is one of the makers who contributed greatly to the development of the recorder at that time. But the design created by
Haka was not taken over by his own apprentices (such as Van Aardenberg and Steenbergen)
and the following generations preferred instead making their own design. About the soprano recorder: one of its characteristics is the very small top chamfer (according to Morgan
only 0.5 mm long, and very flat; he also mentions the almost invisible block chamfer). The
window is also very short (3.2 mm), which all results in a thick sound. Those are the words
of Fumitaka Saito. But what does Fred Morgan say? “Very gentle tone, not loud, clear, easy,
free of chiff, rich in harmonics, giving reedy overlay to a basic full & round quality. Lack of
a block chamfer keeps the sound soft. Easy speech on c4." Frans Brüggen recorded ‘Engels
Nachtegaeltje’ by Van Eyck on this recorder. It is interesting (bot not mentioned in the
booklet) that the same lack of chamfers can be seen on several Italian baroque recorders (see
the dissertation of Inez d’Avena Braga, downloadable from the website of the Univer- sity
ofLeiden, https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/handle/1887/33729). Were those makers inspired
by Haka’s instruments, or were they both working in the tradition of rennaissance types of
recorders?
What can we learn about all this sound descriptions, and did the Saito’s and Morgan’s
observations match with what I actually heared on the recordings of the Haka soprano?
Very virtuoso pieces of music, the instrument tolerates quite a bit change in breath pressure,
is also very stable. But is it a thick sound? Compare it with the soprano by Wijne, that
instrument is more elegant in sound, very clear and pure. I have made some copies of the
Wijne soprano, and it was satisfying to hear that the pitch of the tones were very much the
same.
There is much more to tell about the instruments, for instance about the compromises the
builders has made to get the best balance in tone quality and tone range in the longest
recorders. The lowest note on the tenor by Dupuis sounds much too high, much more a c#1
than a c1 (the next tone is a d1, so the step is a semitone). Saito gives an explanation, but
doesn’t mention that the same happens on many baroque oboes from the first generation.
The future of the Brüggen collection
The Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam has negotiated for several years concerning the recorder
collection. But in the end the family decided to keep the instruments. Well, that is perhaps
disappointing, but still better than if the recorders should have been sold individually and
dispersed over the whole world. There is also the problem with restrictions about playing
and examining musical instruments in museum collections, Maybe that the heirs of Frans
Brüggen were just withheld because of these restrictions to sell the recorders to the
museum.
One last remark about the DVD: I bought a copy via Music Shop Europe (Heerenveen,
Netherlands), it costed me about 45 euros.
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The Spohr Collection
For the most prestiguous collection of historical flutes you have to go to Frankfurt am Main,
in Germany. Peter Spohr, a former factory director, is the proud owner of that collection
which consists of traversos by famous makers as Denner, Grenser (August and Heinrich),
Stanesby Junior, Palanca and many others. Professional players and makers from all over
world have visited Frankfurt to see and play the instruments, which are kept by Peter Spohr
in optimal condition. He has also the equipment (made by himself; he has a profound
technical background) to examine the instruments (measuring bore profiles, see next page,
making endoscope photos and so on). Recently, the first of a series of CD’s is published.

Ashley Solomon plays the instruments, nine in total. See the picture (above) of the back of
the CD for the other musicians, the playing session was in Bunnik in The Netherlands.
Two of the traversos (by Jacob Denner and Paulhahn) are alto flutes (flûtes d’amour), they
have a marvellous sound. Very special is also one of the earliest surviving 3-piece French
flutes, made by Chattillion in c.1680. The music is well chosen, several pieces were new to
me. More information is in the booklet to the CD, that can be downloaded from the website
https://www.channelclassics.com/catalogue/43020-Ashley-Solomon-The-Spohr-Collection/.

As for the photos: I visited Peter Spohr in February, just before the outbreak of the corona
virus and showed him my original traverso by Heinrich Grenser. Spohr used this instrument
for a demonstration of his bore measuring equipment. The result is directly printed on a
graph, see above. The measuring was done in two directions (the second one with the
traverso turned over 90 degrees), so that the positions of the mouth hole and finger holes
and most of the key holes are visible.

Two instruments from the Spohr collection: the 3-piece Chattillion and the traverso by
Bernrad Hemsing (who worked in Leiden, Holland), with three corps de rechange.
Back to Peter Spohr and his collection: we had a discussion of the future of the instruments. Together, they form a highly important source of information about the history of
the flute. But what is the best way to distribute that information to the public? It is marvellous that Peter Spohr allows serious people to see the traversos, but how long can he carry
on doing this?
I don’t know specialized museums who can offer the same quality service to players and
instrument makers. It is a problem for all owners of historical woodwind instruments. I
regularly get questions from people about what they should do with an old recorder or
traverso (original baroque oboes are extremely rare), and honestly, often enough I don’t know
which advice I should give.
Back to the CD: it is published by Channel Classics, No. CCS 43020.
The CD is a ‘must have’ for every traverso player. Let us hope that many more will follow,
and that Peter Spohr will carry on with his work for many years.

